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About WAWA Creations LLPAbout WAWA Creations LLP

→ WAWA ABA “seed of the WAWA tree” Symbols of hardiness, toughness and perseverance the seed of the Wawa tree 

is extremely hard just like our creations. In Akan culture, it is a symbol of someone who is strong and tough. It inspires 

the individual to persevere through hardship.

→→ WAWA CREATIONS LLP is a company based in the United Kingdom who creates ecofriendly innovative and inclusive 

designs. We can purpose the full range of our knowledge to make up a BoatBulding company. Our expertise in Ship-

bulding, Yard Management, ISO Certifications, Naval Architecture and Maritime Software is able to train and provide a 

strong technical support.

→→ MODULAR SOLUTIONS. We have many options to personalise our designs to the customer’s requirements. Because 

there is no need for a mould, every model can be different thanks to our designer in naval architecture. All wishes can be 

conceptualised and comply with the relevant ISO and CE standards.

Customised Design HDPE Factory Management Of 
Raw Material

Boat Building Ready to Be 
Equipped

Down Payment
5,000 US$

Entrance Fee
20,000 US$

Overall Investment
90,000 US$

Potential turnover after 2 years
450,000 US$ to 620,000 US$

Establishments
3

Formations
YES

Funding Assistance
YES

    → Technical support : 3,000 US$ to 9,000 US$ Quarterly

    → Advertising fees :  75 US$ Monthly

    → Royalties :  5% on the turn over 

    → Average operating areas : 120 sq/m

    → Type of Contract : Transmission and exploitation of savoir-faire

Comply with the 

relevant ISO and 

CE standards.

Lowers the carbon 

footprint 5 times 

compared to 

aluminium.

Full container capacity 
thanks to the sheet 

usage only.

All options can be 
added or modified.  

Electric or Thermal 
Engine and 

hardware fitting.



History of WAWA CreationsHistory of WAWA Creations
→→ 2020 Claude & Peter dream about EcoFriendly Boating.

→→ 2021 The first WAWA Rescue Boat was built to the benefit of Disabled Sailing Thailand.

→ → 2022  We have already sold tens of boats in Thailand and open new boatyards in Sri Lanka and Singapore.

Candidate profileCandidate profile

        →→ Management experience

        →→ Experience in economic and financial management

        →→ Professional skills or degree

        →→ Facilitation Skills

        →→ Knowledge of the local economic and social fabric

        → → Business trade

        →→ Customer satisfaction

Do you have the profile to join WAWA Creations?Do you have the profile to join WAWA Creations?

→→ Manager

→→ Technician capacity

→→ Network in the local nautical economic

Training & supportTraining & support

→→ Technical training, need to start with at least one experienced technician

→→ Start-up business training

→→ Administrative training to launch the activity

→→ Training support during the start-up period

→→ Commercial support with key national accounts

→→ ISO & CE Shipyard Certifications

→→ Raw Material Management

→→ The future subscriber will follows two weeks of training course at WAWA Creations Thailand (Asian region) or New Cale-

donia (Pacific region) boatyards. During this period, he will discover the technical methods of our brand which are our 

strength but also our customer approach and daily follow-up. It is a real both immersion to technical and practical training. 

The new team will learn the basics of a commercial approach (what to sell and to whom). On the practical side, it is a ques-

tion of going to the field to meet prospects and discovers together the key messages to transmit to each type of potential 

customer.



→→ Commercial boats have to be 100% reliable in all sorts of rough conditions. Whether you’re manoeuvring in shallow 

waters or turbulent sea. Whether you’re piloting, diving, patrolling, surveying or have a fun time. Your boat needs to be 

safe and durable! 

→→ Why do we only work with HDPE? Because it’s light and ecofriendly (100% recyclable). The major problem in the boat 

industry is the recycling and using HDPE lower the carbon footprint 5 times compared to aluminium.

→→ The old GRP is very easily damaged as are the rubber RIB tubes. One rock, one bump onto the shore and it’s game 

over. Not with HDPE ; a product unlike any other boat building material. It’s lighter than water, durable with lifespan esti-

mated at 50 years, inert without any acid effects on the surface and mainly because it’s indestructible. 

→→  Low maintenance    →→  No anti-fouling required    →→  Virtually unsinkable

→→  Extremely strong    →→  Cost effective     → →  100% recyclable 

→→  Non-conductor    →→  Sound dampening    → →  Fuel efficient

WAWA CREATIONS LLP
27, Old Gloucester Street, London, WC1N 3AX, United Kingdom

+44 203 640 9518 - business@wawacreations.com - www wawacreations com

  →→ HDPE is an extremely strong material ; you can hit it with a sledge hammer nothing will happen.

  →→ HDPE is 100% recyclable, combined with a solar electric propulsion it makes it an ideal tool for 

  the eco-resort and national park.

  →→ HDPE has not only a very superior tensile strength but the material as well has a high buoyancy. 

  This makes it one of the safest boat building materials.

The Toughest Workboat for Professionals
Boating should be safe and ecofriendly.


